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Derek writes: My turn again 

on the regulator - hopefully 

introducing another packed 

and interesting edition. 

On the face of it, things are 

beginning to take on a more 

normal face. We can meet up 

in gardens again, there has 

been a large National Show, 

and the weather is allowing 

us more often than not to 

pursue our hobby. I am not 

altogether sure however that 

'normal' is where we will ever 

return? Aside from any 

ongoing regulations, will 

people opt for smaller garden 

meets, more online buying, 

and more localised 

gatherings such as 

Withington and Ashbash? As 

our average ages increase, 

this easier pace in the light of 

recent experience may 

appeal more?  

Nigel and I do listen to 

suggestions, and in general 

take them on board. James 

Ritson, a contributor to these 

pages from the States, 

suggested that we begin each 

piece with the writer's name 

as opposed to ending with it. 

He likes to read with the 

benefit of knowing the 

author.  Well, we've started! 

It is also valid for him to point 

out that the reader does not 

always know the derivation 

of the initials used. Hence in 

the last issue CDR could have 

been the late Peter Jones' 

Compton Down Railway, or 

the County Donegal Railway 

(which it was).    

Equally, with frequent 

mention of both Daves 

Pinniger and Rowlands, their 

respective lines are both AVR. 

So, we will now on always 

expand the initials fully for 

the first reference, and 

initialise thereafter. 

I like themes. They jog 

people's memories, and help 

them to decide to contribute. 

You are well aware of them in 

the magazine thus far, and 

they are not going to stop 

(hopefully?). I started 

Mamods with the 'volcanic 

eruptions', and am continuing 

it with this issue. I have more 

material in hand, but please, 

out there are an awful lot of 

modified Mamods, or the 

memories of them, so can we 

have details please? The 

attached photo shows part of 

the heritage display at 

Stoneleigh Show in 2009, 

where we had a dedicated 

area of Mamod mods. You 

can see the elevated version, 

the triple articulated version, 

Kenversions' Switcher (the 

starter of the body kit 

business) and many more. 

Come on, they were a lot of 

fun back in the day, and can 

be again. 

Welcome to Issue Twenty Two 
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Copyright on all 

materials in this 

newsletter remains 

vested in the authors 

and editor.  

Reproduction of the 

whole or any part is 

forbidden without 

relevant permissions. 

Cover shot; Bright 

sunrise in Portland 

Oregon.  James Ritson 

shared this photo of 

his Roundhouse Taw 
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This is a slightly different sort 
of tram in that it is closer to a 
normal loco as the upper part 
is not enclosed. As with all of 
Peter's locos the detailing 

is excellent. My thanks to Paul 
Howard, who wrote the article 
and he continues: 

The original locomotive was 
one of a pair built in 1920 by 
Orenstein & Koppel for the 3ft 
6in gauge Rotterdamsche 
Tramweg- Maatschappij. One 
of these locos, No. 56 is still in 
working order and operates at 

the RTM 
museum in 
Ouddorp. No. 
57 is 
preserved as a 
static display 
at the Dutch 
Railway 
Museum in 
Utrecht. 
 
Peter built this 
model, his 
works No. 76, 
in 1999, 

making it the oldest of my 
Angus locos. Although it had 
had three previous owners 
before I picked it up in 2016, it 
was in pretty good condition. I 
have had to do very little work 
on it. Some of the Walsall 
wheels were loose on their 
axles, which I find to be a 
common problem with them. 
They were, of course, re-fixed 
securely. The pressure gauge 
was changed for a half inch 
version and the water filler 
system was revised and new 
pipe work fitted. One of the 

previous owners had modified 
the burner system but I 
returned this to ‘as built’ 
condition and it now runs 
superbly. The safety valve 
needed replacing but, because 
it had a non-standard fitting, it 
was cheaper for me to turn up 
a new one rather than buy a 
replacement. The engine unit 
is the usual SVS oscillator 
which still runs very smoothly 
and seems very powerful.  
Fortunately, the body and 
paintwork were near mint. I 
have added one or two 
cosmetic rivets, some shackles 
and running lamps. The colour 
scheme is a rather bright 
shade of green and I had 
considered a repaint but it 
always seems popular at 
shows so I’ve left it as is. 
Further details of this 
locomotive and its 
construction can be found in 
Peter’s book. (Peter Angus - 
Locomotive Builder published 
by Camden Miniature Steam 
Services) 

PETER ANGUS TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVE 
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Roger Marsh 

responds 

about Ogwen 
Roger writes: I thought it was 
time I put thumb to keypad and 
clarified the queries about 
Ogwen. One of the last ‘big 
engines’ I built was a narrow 
gauge job for a public railway in 
Scotland and while I was 
manoeuvring the quarter ton 
buffer beam on the drill table I 
came to the conclusion that there 
must be an easier way to make a 
living (!) so resolved to return to 
16mm. I still had memories of 
seeing Dick Relph’s class 4 tank, 
later converted to a Lynton & 
Barnstable type in 16 mm so 
decided to make a simple loco for 

indoor running, one step up from 
the Mamod. It would be spirit 
fired and have a reversing valve/
regulator controlled by an 
electric motor picking up power 
from rails and studs. Water and 
spirit would carried in a wagon 
which would be equipped with 
axle and hand pumps. I 
subsequently met Sydney 
Pritchard (owner of Peco) at a 
Trade Show, and he persuaded 
me that the way to go was to 
forget the tender and pumps and 
gas fire it, and on that basis he 
would distribute them for me. 
Eventually I agreed and that is 
what was produced. They would 
cost me just over £100 to make, 
but with a wholesale margin 
added and then the retailer's 
mark up, it made them 
somewhat unattractive for mass 
stocking by retailers. The 
suggested retail was £400, but 
they were mostly discounted to 
£300 and sales did not live up to 
expectations.  

 

Anyway, to get back to the loco 
and the dangling bits under the 
boiler. At first it was offered with 
a filler plug on the boiler. Not 
many were made like that. Next 
they were fitted with a vacuum 
tap and finally they were offered 
with a union and non return valve 
so the water level could be 
maintained from a track side 
pump without losing pressure.  

 

It may be of interest to know that 
I was setting up to make Ogwen 
at a time when many factories 
were shutting in Coventry, usually 
by way of auction. Renold Chain 
were switching from roller chains 
to slatted belts for timing trains 
and I bought both 40ton and 10 
ton power presses, a capstan 
lathe and a spot welding 
machine. I bought a zinc die 
caster from another firm. All at 
scrap prices. I had been trained 
as a tool maker and then moved 
into various mass production 
jobs, so I was very much on home 
ground. Con and coupling rods 
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 came off the press at about 900 
per hour. The wheels and cross 
heads were a bit slower at about 
400 pairs an hour. I could never 
work out how the boilers could 
be assembled and brazed in four 
minutes but the gas tanks took 
seven. Including painting and 
testing each loco consumed 
seven hours work. Loose wheels 
are mentioned in the article, but I 
never came across that unless 
the wheels had been removed 

and refitted. I am still running the 
prototype, now much modified 
and converted to Gauge One. 

If any readers have any queries I 
can help with, please contact me 
via Derek.  

 

Derek says: I only live some 17 
miles from Roger, and he has 
kindly agreed for me to visit him 
so that I can take some photos 

and have a chat, with a view to a 
full article on his achievements. 

The photo of Ogwen with this 
piece comes from Chris Dowlen, 
and shows his version, which was 
the subject of the piece on loose 
wheels, out happily running 
literally the other day. Keith 
Skillicorn provided the photo of 
Marchlyn, taken at Statfold Barn, 
for a comparison with Roger's 
model. 

 

Helpful Hints 
Andrew Barnard wrote: After 

struggling with a gauge glass, I found 

a spanner from Model Engineers 

Laser that I could use on the job.  

They do various useful laser-cut 

spanners. The smaller BA ones can 

be contorted in all sorts of directions 

to deal with awkward access. 

I have no connection with the firm 

other than as a happy customer. 

 

Nigel adds; Andrew, I can second 

that I also use Ed and the team at 

Model Engineers Laser for my 

projects.  Always helpful.  I recently 

noticed their facebook feed has a 

countdown to their next batch of 

cutting, which I find really helpful.  

Like Andrew I have no connection 

with the firm other than as a happy 

customer. 

 

From their website;  

 

Spanner set in 2mm 316 Stainless. 

Come with 15 degree or 90 degree 

ends plus a ring spanner on the 

opposite end. Sizes from M1.5 to M3 

and 14BA to 6BA all in the same set. 

They are thin enough to go under a 

lock nut and can be bent to go into 

awkward places.  
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A BUSY BODY 

AT WORK 

Derek says: I am very grateful to 

my friend Steve Bradley, who has 

been in touch with Rob Bennett, 

and sent me the photos. Rob's 

interest in 16mm and 7/8ths. 

modelling ceased a while ago, 

and his garden line fell into disre-

pair.  He used to make some 

lovely loco conversions and roll-

ing stock in both scales, as well as 

most notably making his range of 

very different figures. From being 

associated with the Indian Hills 

layout, he built Stately Manor to 

showcase his 7/8ths. items. He 

also produced some cartoon 

sketches for SMT. 

However, he has a renewed pas-

sion, and Steve has helped him 

revitalise the line. The one photo 

shows Rob preparing his Graham 

Stowell built whimsy called Cy-

clops, whilst Steve's own 7/8ths. 

scale rebuild of an early Round-

house Old Colonial ambles past 

with a rake of his own scratch-

built stock. 

Rob has been so impressed with 

a 7/8ths. tram loco that Steve 

built using a Mamod stationary 

engine for the base mechanicals, 

that he is building one of his own, 

and you can see the current state 

of this project alongside Steve's 

original. 

I have a kind invitation to visit 

Rob, and for me it will be trip 

down memory lane. I spent quite 

a few happy times there. 

I hope to be able to prepare an 

article on Rob's contribution to 

our hobby as a result of this, and 

if you have any memories or pho-

tos that you think would add to 

this, then please send them to 

me. 

 

 



Sales, Wants & Solds 
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Sales successes: 

Throwback Modeller has had a very successful period 
with recent sales. An Accucraft W&Ll Earl changed 
hands, r/c in green.  Elsewhere you will find that we 
had a ready home for two Cheddar coach kits. 

The Malcolm Wright, Wrightscale Tattoo has found a 
new and very happy home for £1,500. Buyer and 
seller met up together at the Andover track, and had 
a great day. 

The Cheddar Goliath sold for £1,400 and moved to 
Scotland. 

The Finescale Dolgoch had quite a few bidders, but 
polarised into two who had a keen contest, with the 
ultimate buyer paying £2,575 for the loco. 

The rake of slate wagons moved for £65, after the 
postal service caused quite a bit of damage even 
though I had very carefully packed them. It must 
have been a very severe impact, but the buyer is 
happily in the throes of putting them back together. I 
feel that every individual item will in future have to 
be fully surrounded by bubble wrap. 

After discussion with a trader who was at 
Peterborough, a somewhat tired looking Steamcraft 
Mountaineer was put up for sale at £400, and went 
straight away for £375. 

The seller of the DJB Climax kit has withdrawn the 
loco after offers did not reach the reserve, and is 
thinking about completing it himself. 

We should have been offering a Locomotion two car 
steam railcar set, but it sold very quickly for £925. 

FOR SALE. 

A Peter Angus Vertical Boiler Shay. Lima completed 
the original build in 1881. This model can be found 
on pages 190 and 191 of Peter's book if you have a 

copy. It was bought straight from him by the only owner, and 
after little use is being offered for sale for that very reason. 
The condition is evident from the photos, and I have more 
that I can send you if you are interested. This is the only one 
of Peter's Shay models to use the ACS oscillating motor. The 
trucks and driveshafts were supplied by Accucraft and 
regauged to 32mm, though a further set of 45mm trucks also 
come with the loco if you run on that gauge. This is a unique 
model and with the known quality of the build we are looking 
for sensible offers. 

 

A Pearse Colorado. Ian's models have an excellent 
reputation, and this is a chance to own from his range that 
has an American style outline. It is a 2-6-0 and I do have a 
couple more photos if you ask. Interestingly, this is believed 
to be the only example made in 45mm gauge, which should 
appeal to quite a few of you? Offers please. 

Roundhouse Pooter. An early gas fired example in black. It 
has r/c, which has been upgraded to 2.4Ghz. Pooters have a 
very solid following and are well regarded, which means that 
they command good prices. This one does not appear to 
have been run that much. I have quite a few photos of the 
loco if you ask. Offers please. 
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A Mamod SL1 with a difference. The loco is in excellent 
original condition, except that it has been fitted with a very 
nice set of tram skirts made out of brass sheet and metal, in 
the GVT style. The loco also has one of the Merlin gas burner 
conversions (I have one of these) which gives a very 
controllable flame and a much enhanced steam capacity. The 
owner is asking £250 for this, which seems eminently 
reasonable? Contact me if interested. I have more photos. 

Tram style steam loco. You can see that this is not complete, 

but will definitely be an interesting project for someone. I 
balanced the parts together for the photos.  There is a 
replacement boiler, and the test certificate says that it is of 
Mike Chaney manufacture, though I cannot say that for sure. 
It is minus the regulator handle and the complete gauge glass. 
The chassis is extremely weighty, and seems professionally 
made. It has oscillating cylinders, and the Mamod style 
reversing valve has a manual connection to the cab. It may be 
that the outer skirts have been added, and if I were to think 
anywhere I would try Salem, but I am sure someone out there 
can correct me? The cab is in the style of Fletcher Jennings 
Talyllyn No:1.  There is a smokebox and chimney, as well as a 
meths tank and burners Make me an offer? If you can help by 

shedding any light on its history, then please do. Surely it 
would not need too much to complete? 

 

An IP Jessie in green. I have always thought that this is a well 

proportioned model, pleasing to the eye and with the benefit 
of being all metal it is a good overall performer. When I put it 
on my line to photograph, I casually switched it on to find that 
it happily set off very smoothly! The tailpipe of the exhaust 
and the trumpet of the horn are missing, as well as one of the 
brass spectacle rings, but otherwise it would benefit from a 
paint refresh to give you a good addition to your loco stud. 
Offers invited. 

 

The two Talyllyn coaches mentioned in the last issue have 
suddenly become three. There is a Brown Marshall, (a set of 
building instructions seem to indicate that this is an IP 
version), a Glyn Valley Tramway in Talyllyn livery, and a 
further one in original colours. Selling as a rake would be 
good, but you can bid individually if you wish? There is also a 
Talyllyn 'Stanton' open bogie coach. This is quite a substantial 
model, looks well and comes with the passengers you can see. 

There are also two quarryman's coaches, as well as a version 
with two bodies joined on a common underframe, with 
substantial metal bogies, and two open wagons. All open to 
offers. 

If you have missed this, the three Beeson (?) coaches whose 



photos are elsewhere, are also for sale and open to offers. 

A rolling road, with three rollers as per photo, mounted 
onto a more substantial base. 

A Slaters Models cattle truck in 7mm scale. Complete 
though the roof needs refitting, and with its original box. 

I have two bundles of 
32mm track. Whilst this 
has plastic sleepers, the 
fact that they are 
uniform leads me to 
think that they are 
Peco 0 gauge and not 
SM32. Five of the 
lengths are 5' 
nominally, and there 
are also fifteen lengths 
of approx. three foot. 
There is also an older 
diamond crossing, fixed 
to a wooden base, and 
at an almost right 
angled configuration of 
around 80 degrees. 

 

CHANGE OF GAUGE 

As a result of going G scale, the following are available - 
some not heritage but still worth listing. 

A rake of Accucraft Isle of Man 4 wheel coaches in red/
cream, consisting of E Guards Van, and coaches 
B1,B2,B3,B4, C1 and C5. 

A rake of four Accucraft L&B bogie coaches in Southern 
green, consisting of two Brake Composites, one all third 
and one with centre observation compartment. 

Two Light grey vans, Three 4 plank coal wagons and bogie 
van 23 lettered L&B. 

Accucraft W&Ll goods stock: 

One 4 plank wagon, one cattle van, two J Ll Peate wagons 
and one cattle truck. 

All of the above stock is in excellent condition, hardly run 
but with no boxes. 

Some 7 Peco SM32 l/h large turnouts, and two l/h small 
radius and one r/h ditto. 

A bundle of quite a few varied curved lengths of SM32 
track, bent by a Blizzie bender. Down for only a few years 
and fixed to either concrete or Filcris with no ballast, but 
holes in some sleepers. 

In view of the above, because of space limitations we can 
only tell you that the Roundhouse Argyll, C&M coaches and 
the Regner Lumberjack are still for sale (see TBM21), as 
well as the lovely little vertical boilered tram which had 
some interest but remains available. There is someone we 
are discussing the small red Prince of Wales with, and so 
for the moment are not relisting it. From TBM20 the two 
vertical boilered DeWintons are still for sale, as is the 
Bachmann Shay. 

BOOK SALES 

You are going to get a lot of these this month!   

John Milner's original book titled 'The Glyn Valley Tramway' 
and published by Oxford Publishing Co. in 1984. This is the 
most available of John's books on the line, as in latter days 
he produced a weighty two volume history with Beryl 
Williams, published by himself in a limited number and 
now highly valued. It is a very good read and history.  This 
one is priced at £25, with a further £5 to cover p&p unless 
collection is possible. 

The following are all open to offers - in most cases the 
proceeds go to charity. 

Forgotten Railways Vol:2. Severn Valley & Welsh Border. 
Rex Christiansen (David & Charles) 

Forgotten Railways. North-West England. John Marshall. 
(David & Charles) 

Forgotten Railways. North and Mid Wales. Rex Christiansen 
(David & Charles) 

The Cambrian Railways Vol: 1. Christiansen & Miller. (David 
& Charles) 

The Cambrian Railways Vol: 2. Christiansen & Miller. (David 
& Charles) 
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Railways of Shropshire. Richard K Morriss. Shropshire 
Books. 

Garden Railways by Ray Tustin. First published 1949. 

Narrow Gauge Railways in Mid-Wales. J.I.C. Boyd 
(Oakwood Press 1965) 

Narrow Gauge Railways in South Caernarvonshire. J.I.C. 
Boyd (Oakwood Press 1972) 

LMS Locomotive Profiles No:3 - The Parallel Boiler 2-6-4 
Tank Engines. Hunt, Essery & James (Wild Swan) 

Diesel Locomotive Practice. J.M.Doherty. (Odhams Press) 

Classic British Locomotives. Peter Herring. (Abbeydale 
Books) 

Little Book of The Flying Scotsman. Brian Sharpe. (Demand 
Media) 

Trains Around The World.(Octopus Books) 

British Steam Engines.(Igloo Books) 

British Steam Lives. Colin Garratt. (Bounty Books) 

LNER 4-6-0's At Work. Geoffrey Hughes. (Book Law 
Publications) 

All Colour World of Trains. John Westwood. Octopus Books 

Spell of Steam. Eric Treacy. Magna Books. 

GWR Then and Now. Laurence Waters. (Ian Allan) 

Now we come to the real gems. Older readers will 
remember these magazines (and may even still have a set). 
For my part it has taken me a long time to read them (as 
well as a couple of friends). It portrays an era when steam 
was still working on the network,but so also were electrics 
and diesels. It covered not only standard gauge, but also 
our beloved n.g., with the very early days of preservation. I 

was enthralled with an article showing the Talyllyn Railway 
Society winching an old Glyn Valley Tramway coach body 
out of the back garden of a house in Gobowen, some three 
miles from my home. Equally, I really enjoyed news about 
the Lynton & Barnstaple as it began to wake up (!). These 
are an absorbing read, about an era long gone but very 
significant, and I thoroughly recommend them. 

The Railway Magazine. Tothill Press. January to Dec. '58. 
Loose. 

The Railway Magazine. Tothill Press. January to Dec. '61. 
Loose. 

Railway World. Ian Allan. January 1964 to Dec. '64. 
Individual mags. in binder. 

Railway World. Ian Allan. January 1965 to Dec. '65. Loose 

Railway World. Ian Allan. January 1966 to Dec. '66 Loose. 

Railway World. Ian Allan. January 1967 to Dec. '67. Loose. 

Railway World. Ian Allan. January 1968 to Dec. '68. Bound 
in full book form. 

WANTED 

Only one new additions to the wanted list and three items 
have come off, so it does work! 

We have a request for original Mamod track, straights or 
curves if anyone can help? 

… then the original list… 

Essel Engineering Hunslet Wagonmaster in any gauge. 

Wrightscale WD Baldwin. 

John Milner's book, 'Rails to Glyn Ceiriog Part 2'.  

Tom Cooper magazines - if you have any please get in 
touch. 

The Merlin Monarch brass dome that fits over the safety 
valve.  

In the mid '90s IP Engineering made some four wheel coach 
kits with milled sides and a tumblehome as opposed to 
their newer versions. I have someone who wants to buy 
some - preferably unstarted but complete models would be 
considered if their condition is reasonable. 

The live wanted list keeps growing (and shrinking too)…... 

A pair of 32mm wheelset Accucraft W&Ll (or GW) lettered 
timber bolster wagons 

A Roundhouse Bertie or Katie, preferably red. 

A Roundhouse/Brandbright Fiji Fowler 

A NGG11 from Peter Angus/Mike Lax 

An Archangel Jack. 

IP Engineering four wheel coach kits with milled sides 
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Tom Cooper Huddy Hunslet 

A Brandbright GS2 Goods Van kits, unmade. 

Any discarded Beck loco components - non-running locos 
etc. 

A Finescale Hunslet. 

A David Hick L&B - in any condition. 

A Phil Flint L&B Lew - in any condition 

A Mike Beeson L&B - in any condition 

Dead or Alive - Any L&B loco, by any heritage 
manufacturer. Gas or meths firing, age immaterial, happy 
to take on any mechanical or cosmetic work being needed. 

A David Hick loco, preferably a Peckett  

A rake of Accucraft W&Ll coaches, in the chocolate and 
cream livery. 

A John Turner Quarry Hunslet. 

2 x Blanche in Black with Penrhyn lining. 

An Outline 7/8ths. scale Simplex 

A Roundhouse Carrie with Hackworth valve gear. R/C 
preferred. Or DJB Robert, which is believed to have utilised 
the last of the RH Carrie chassis? 

A John Brittain coal fired NGG16 Garratt. 

An Accucraft NG15, two requests  or NGG16 Garratt 

A Locomotion Metrovic battery electric loco. 

Any Hugh Saunders loco. 

A Hunslet Jack in 7/8ths. Could be Harvey Watkins, Wilson 
Locomotives or w.h.y.  

A coal fired Wilson Locomotives model. 

A Roundhouse Talyllyn No:7 Tom Rolt in 32mm gauge. 

Exotic/old school/quirky locos and rolling stock to appease 
previous 16mm memories. 

Mike Beeson L&B coaches 

Archangel Snowdon Ranger/Moel Tryfan 

Brandbright/Roundhouse Coffee Pot, with or without roof. 

A Harvey Watkins Darjeeling B class loco 

Cuckoo's Nest Katie.   

Accucraft Isle of Man loco. 

LGB Ziller coaches with the matchboard sides. 

Regner Konrad 

David Taylor Steamcraft double fairlie, American outline 
but also confusingly named Mountaineer.  

Any small and interesting steam loco (restricted radius on 

the line it is wanted for ). 

Tom Cooper Mini Mule. 

Roundhouse Pooter 

Merlin Little Wonder 

Large bore Archangel cylinder such as fitted to Brick, Sgt. 
Murphy etc.   

Tom Cooper Steamlines Rheidol.  Makes a change from the 
Archangel versions, but the owner just loves the model as 
is.  

Archangel Rheidol, must be sound and in good running 
condition. 

Archangel Brick - any cab profile.  

An Archangel Brick, and also a coal fired Jack. 

Tolhurst Model Engineers Vale of Rheidol Swindon built 
3rd. class carriage in crimson and cream, in v.g.c. 

Perfect World/Trenarren Models station lamp(s). 

If you are minded to thin down your collection, then 
consider using Throwback Modeller. There are no auction 
site charges, no costs for money transactions, and no 
advertising costs. You get what the market is prepared to 
pay, as opposed to finding out later that you could have 
sold for more. So, if you have any of the model described 
above to sell, then please contact me.  Thanks Derek 

AUCTION REPORT 

 

I am grateful to Chris Stockdale who pointed me in the 

direction of a recent sale at Wessex Auction Rooms. There 

were three 16mm locos, 32mm gauge and from the one 

photograph of each, they all appeared in excellent condition. 

There is a 27% commission to add to the hammer prices, so 

the final amount appears in brackets. 

Finescale Quarry Hunslet, in Penrhyn Quarry livery. £1,950 

(£2,476 ) 

Finescale Cranmore Peckett in blue. £2,000 ( £2,540 ) 

Roundhouse Carrie in Green. £1,900 ( £2,413 ) 

I personally tend to think that the final prices are a bit on the 

high side, but all three models are well regarded and not 

readily available. 
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A Baldwin 2-6-2, finished in Ashover colours and listed as brand new and scratchbuilt by a model engineering 
company, sold for £1839. 

Quite a few people thought that a Dolgoch listed with four coaches was a Finescale 
like the one we are brokering. It was pointed out to me by more than one person 
that it was in fact a Mac Muckley build. It sold, after 29 bids for £1600. 

The 0-4-2 unfinished project loco mentioned in the last issue finally sold for £321 
after 24 bids. 

The Novo/Big Big diesel outline in blue, mentioned in TBM21 also sold, after 3 bids, 
for £52. 

A very attractive looking, and excellent running as stated, Pearse Ulysses in black with lining, dual 
gauge and r/c though minus transmitter had 10 bids which took it to £679. 

A scratchbuilt tram loco in red, based around a twin cylinder steam motor with geared drive to the 
lead axle, sadly was listed at an opening £525 and appeared not to attract a bid. 

Roger Hine, of Friog Models, builds bullet proof models. There is no arguing the quality. A unique 
steam outline loco in blue, 0-4-2, r/c and with a substantial loco box was deservedly bid for by 15 and 

reached the heady heights of £885 

A relisting of the Cheddar Iver seemed not to get any bids at £480. 

A Merlin W&Ll No: 14, in green and 45mm but minus the front pony truck went to £640 after 19 bids. 

A good looking Mamod had 23 bids to take it to £210. 

There were 17 bids for a Regner Victoria P&H tram loco. Looked in good condition. Sold for £830. 

A very early looking meths fired 0-4-0 tank loco in black had 8 bids and reached £87. 

Described as a dummy Festiniog George England Prince with tender, scratchbuilt in Plastikard and painted in red, had  

13 bids and went for £360.  

Derek writes: 

Welsh Highland Pickering Brake Build 
and Delivery: This is a time lapsed 
extensive series of photos covering the 
whole build of the Pickering Brake 
coach ordered by the WHHR and built 
by the Festiniog at Boston Lodge. It 
finishes with film of a trial run to 
Minffordd where the extremely tight 
clearances are worth watching, and 
finally the delivery onto WHHR metals 
at Portmadoc. Highly recommended, 
especially for those of you who like to 
build coach kits! 

Live Steam Garden Railway - 16MM IP 
Engineering Jane 0-4-0. This is for 
anyone who enjoys the budget end of 
live steamers. The IP Jane is a well 
constructed loco which runs really well, 
as you can see from the clip. It looks at 
home on the track with a rake of four  

wheelers, and shows that you do not 
need a large budget to have a great 

little train. 

Bye bye blues at the Wigley Cross Light 
Railway: Taken recently at Arthur 
Cole's lovely line in Devon, it is a garden 
meet of the Two Moors group and 
other friends, including from 'over the 
border' in Somerset. This can lead on to 
other group videos, which are well 
worth exploring. 

Glyn Valley Tramway Engines On The 
Bayfields Light Railway - A16mm Scale 
Garden Railway. This is a session with 
both a Gosling and an Accucraft version 
of the same loco. For those of you who 
have not seen or heard a Gosling run, 
the difference between how it goes and 
sounds compared with the Accucraft 
should be of interest? Good looking line 
as well. 

M12 Mini Engine and Galloping Goose 
#1. Well, start with this, but there are 
three parts so follow the links. It may 
be 7/8ths., but the engineering and 

modelling skills are worth appreciating. 

There are a number of clips taken at 
the Peterborough Show - you should 
find them by just putting in National 
Garden Railway Show, or 16mm 
Peterborough 2021. 

YouTube 
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IT'S ALL 

THERE IN 

BLACK AND 

WHITE 
Derek writes:  

With most things in life, the 

quality of what one produces 

improves with the experience. 

You have only to compare current 

cars with those of forty years ago 

to realise this. So, it may be a 

surprise to find that Piracicaba, 

the Garratt photographed here by 

the late Peter Dobson, and built 

by Peter Angus somewhere in the 

early '80s, is actually his works 

number 3. 

With covering Robin Gosling's 

GVT tram locos elsewhere in this 

issue, it seemed right to include 

this. When Robin was working 

out of his workshop at 

Bellingham, Northumberland 

Peter obtained two of the chassis. 

Only the rear one is powered, as 

it was felt that the externally 

gas fired potboiler would not 

have produced sufficient power 

for four cylinders. The model was 

radio controlled, but was so free 

running that closure of the 

throttle did little to impede the 

retardation, so in the end Peter 

fitted a servo-operated disc brake 

onto the front chassis, which 

proved adequate for the job. 

Mind the 

gap Archangel VOR 

rounds the curve - photo 

Keith Skillicorn   
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TRIASSIC COACHES   Derek writes: In our Wanted section I have been appealing for 

Triassic Talyllyn coaches. As you are aware, dear readers, we carry no commercial advertising and Nigel and I remain 
staunchly independent. However, Mike Johnson of Jurassic Models kindly emailed me recently to say that he is now 
producing these Triassic kits, with updates from Raif Copley, together with a much wider range. If you want to add 
to your stock, then by all means get in touch with me and I can forward the product lists, or just Google Jurassic in 
and go direct.   

 

A VERY RARE 

SIGHTING 
Steve Herring very kindly sent in 
these photos. The model is a 
Tony Sant Finescale Garratt, 
believed to be one of only two 
ever made and seen out running 
on his line in 2015. The other 
photo is of the prototype.  
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Bob Walker writes;  

Hi Nigel, 

I am here in Victoria, B.C., 
Canada. I have been an avid 
reader of Throwback from 
issue 1. I thought I would 
send you a couple of 
pictures for Electric 
Avenue. It was my rough 
idea of a County Donegal 
rail car.  

Electric Avenue 
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LOCO-

COMMOTION 
 

Derek writes:  

When Mike Barton realised that 

his poorly running Locomotion 

railcar needed quite a lot of 

surgery, he decided that radical 

was the way to go! 

Not the easy route of fitting a 

battery powered motor bogie. 

No sir, it had to stay steam 

powered as bought, but 

something to put a smile on his 

face. Happily living within local 

consulting distance of Tony 

Willmore of Rhos Helyg 

Locomotive Works, a plan 

evolved whereby one power 

bogie from the DHR Garratt was 

bought, as well as a RH Billy 

boiler kit, which was then clad 

with wood/brass. A prototype 

chassis was made up, and you 

can see this running if you go to 

You Tube and just put in 'A new 

Railbus chassis'. 

The original bodywork had to be 

substantially modified, but to my 

(biased) eye the end result is 

superb. You will note that the 

clerestory addition to the roof 

lifts off to allow for easy access 

for servicing. One of the finishing 

touches is the use of the 

cowcatchers supplied by Swift 

Sixteen for their tram loco (as 

opposed to their standard listed 

items) - guess who will be getting 

a pair of these for his own railcar 

set? They really set it off.  Mike 

has supplied me with a set of 

photos covering the fitting of 

these, as well as a detailed 

description, and if you want to 

carry out the modification then 

by all means ask me and I will 

forward the details to you. 

One of these has been added to 

the trailer car, but otherwise 

Mike left that in the original paint 

finish, though this is not really 

noticeable at least from the 

photos. 

So, the full details of the build 

can be found in the May edition 
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of SMT, but for those of you 

who do not get to see this, 

then the photos here give 

you an overview of the 

conversion, and I for one 

congratulate Mike on the 

concept and execution. 

From my perspective, it is 

the lengthening of the body 

on the power car that makes 

it strikingly different and it 

seems to suit the model 

well. Hopefully you will be able 

to see the model on the 

heritage display at the 

Llangollen Show next year. It 

may well cause something of a 

commotion?! 
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A Gaggle of 

Goslings, and 

other GVT 

matters 
Chris Tilley writes: Recently a 

friend sent me some photos he 

took in 1987 and had forgotten 

about, of a steam up on the Barle 

Valley Railway in it's 16mm days . 

There are pics of 3 Gosling 

GVT"s , One was mine of the first 

batch that I collected from Robin 

at Tom Coopers Llanfair show 

(was that 1981 or 1982 ? ) Named 

Lorna Doone . I later sold it to 

Dave Lemar to fund another 

loco . I always regretted selling it 

and later bought another, second 

hand . The third loco in the 

picture belonged to Richard Collis 

which I also bought later .  

Having been bitten by the 7/8 

bug in the early 90's and wanting 

to finance a Harvey Watkins "Jack 

" both GVT's were sold along with 

some of my GVT rolling stock to a 

certain Mr D Wiggins . 

 

Other pics show a very youthful 

Dave Lemar, his Snowdon Ranger 

with the superb GVT coaches 

built by Ray Trudgett in the 

1970's (these were the basis of 

the Association kits offered back 

then). 

Another pic shows two of Ray's 

Corris coaches also now 

belonging to Dave . I think he only 

built four of these (?) the other 

two were in the procession of the 

late Jim Wilde . 

 

Derek continues: Picking up on 

Chris Dowlen's piece on Glyn 

Valley Tramway locos in the last 

TBM, I thought that I would look 

a bit more closely at the Gosling 

versions. There are three photos 

of the chassis of one particular 

model, and I will say that this one 

has been fitted with a pressure 

gauge and whistle which did not 

come with the original loco. The 

body, as with the later Finescale 

and Accucraft versions, lifted off 

by releasing the sprung buffers at 

either end. You can see that the 

Gosling has a single oscillating 
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cylinder, mounted centrally in 

front of the boiler. A geared drive 

connects with the front axle, and 

there is a spur gear external link 

to the rear axle. An external 

flywheel is fitted, which goes a 

long way to giving the loco an 

almost metronomic 

performance. 

I will always argue that, in terms 

of pure performance, then 

16mm. steam locos have not 

progressed that far since 1980, 

and this configuration has been 

picked up by Regner in later years 

as proof of its suitability. 

The model is 0-4-0 as opposed to 

the prototype 0-4-2. The loco is 

externally meths fired, with the 

spirit tank hung across and 

between the frames forming the 

footplate, Two sliding clips 

release it and 

the burners in 

one unit. 

There is no 

exhaust pipe 

from the 

cylinder, as it 

is directly 

beneath the 

chimney and 

just exhausts 

upwards. The 

boiler is filled 

via the safety 

valve, and the loco has a working 

pressure of 25 psi.  The model is 

9 3/4" long, 6 1/8th." high and 

weighs approx. 5 lbs. In 1985 it 

was priced at £377. We do not 

know how many Robin Gosling 

actually built. 

 

It is worth looking briefly at the 

Finescale version, that came after 

this. If you look closely at Chris 

Dowlen's photos, you will see 

that the Finescale (and the much 

later Accucraft) appear larger, 

which they slightly are. Robin 

scaled his version against the 

original prototype gauge of the 

GVT which was 2' 4 1/4", so on 

32mm track his model was 

around 15mm to the foot. Tony 

Sant scaled his at 16mm, and 

enlarged the boiler, which with 

the forward extension rendered 

the position of the cylinder 

impossible, and so he moved it to 

the side of the main frame (r/h 

when viewed from the front). 

The Accucraft of course uses a 

more conventional twin cylinder 

layout, and is physically the same 

outward size as the Finescale. 

 

Aside from Chris Tilley's lovely 

period photos, you also have one 
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showing one of the two models I 

bought from him, out on my line 

with the rake of rolling stock that 

I also purchased, and which is 

superbly modelled. Chris added 

extra detail to both of the later 

locos, though not the same on 

both, but one carries the 

condensing pipes and they both 

have a single opening cab door. 

Lorna Doone remained ex works. 

Some three years or so ago, we 

had a steam up at Chris's, and 

with Dave Lemar attending, it 

seemed a good opportunity to 

unite the three Goslings, which 

you can see in the one photo 

triple heading. I wonder if anyone 

else ever owned three Goslings, 

given their rarity? These two 

Goslings were the first heritage 

locos I bought, and are still my 

favourites. 

I have also added in two photos 

of J A Replicas GVT building kits. 

They are owned by Bruce Basson 

and I am grateful for his sending 

me them. J A made a range of 

GVT models, including battery 

locos, and these are well thought 

of. If anyone has any J A Replicas 

models, then please send me 

details for a future TBM. Equally, 

it is interesting that, whilst we 

have a number of current 

manufacturers of building kits, no

-one seems to be interested in 

offering such as these, yet there 

is a healthy interest in the line. 

Finally there is a photo of a 

house, named Clochdy'r Bont 

(The bell house on the bridge). 

Whilst it has a few modern 

additions, it is largely as built and 

for a long time was owned by 

Professor Hogben, whom older 

readers may remember as the 

author of a high volume selling 

book titled 'Mathematics for the 

Millions', from the days before 

calculators and then computers. 

Running left to right immediately 

behind the house is the River 

Ceiriog, so close in fact that there 
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is a large balcony set on stone 

piers that reach down into the 

river bed. The bridge over this 

river is just out of sight to the 

right of the 

photo, and 

carries an 

access road 

that joins 

up with one 

on the 

hillside well 

above the 

house. The 

driveway 

that fronts 

the house in 

this photo is 

actually the 

trackbed of 

the mineral extension which 

leads through a gate at the far 

left, directly into the Hendre 

Quarry. This has a right of way, 

which continues across the other 

side of the road far right down 

into Glyn Ceiriog, and is a 

National Trust walkway. No-one 

exactly knows the derivation of 

the name of the house, but the 

bell would seem to have been 

tolled either to announce the 

arrival of a train, or blasting 

within the quarry. 

Whilst rapidly falling into the grip 

of Nature, there are still some 

wonderful buildings up in the 

quarry, and even if you can only 

borrow them, I seriously 

recommend your reading of the 

two volumes 

written by 

John Milner 

and Beryl 

Williams 

titled 'Rails 

to Glyn 

Ceiriog'. In it 

you will read 

that in 1874, 

a 

company called the 'Patent 

Gunpowder Company' relocated 

from Ewell in Surrey to the 

Hendre Quarry area (not known 

for stone back then), to 

manufacture an improved 

explosive for which they held the 

rights to a patent. Why is this of 

interest? Well, I was born and 

bred at Epsom Downs, and went 

to school in Ewell, and in 1975, 

101 years later, I moved into 

Clochdy'r Bont. For two people 

from the same area in Surrey to 

move to the same spot in an 

obscure Welsh Valley, is quite a 

coincidence, and it explains my 

affinity with the line.  
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Science 

Museum 

jewels 
Andrew Barnard writes: whilst I 

was in London recently, I used 

the opportunity to go to the 

Science Museum’s small but 

rather good exhibition on model 

loco engineering. There were 

some very nice models on 

display, including ‘Topsy’. Not a 

vast number of exhibits but some 

select examples showing on the 

one hand the skill and 

enthusiasm of the builders along 

with making the point that often 

working on a model preceded the 

building of a full-sized engine. I 

photographed the rather nicely 

worded opening panel which has 

resonances for the followers of 

our own hobby!  

 

Derek adds: The other photo of 

Topsy was taken at Peterborough 

a few years ago. Dave Lemar put 

in a considerable effort to 

arrange for Topsy 

to leave 

Portmadoc for 

only the first time 

ever.  We set her 

as the focal 

centrepiece of the 

heritage display, 

and flanked her 

with seven of the 

only known eight 

Gosling models of 

Prince in its 

original George 

England outline. 

We used it as a 

centrepiece for 

Festiniog models in general, and 

ranged a great collection of 

double fairlies on the opposite 

side of the display, which had 

over 180 

individual 

models 

included 

on it. 

Technically 

Topsy was 

the first 

steam 

locomotive 

to have 

been built 

at Boston 

Lodge, by 

William Williams and Percy 

Spooner in 1869 on the orders of 

Charles Easton Spooner, to 3 1/8" 

gauge. It ran on a line in the 

garden of his house, called Bron-y

-Garth. 
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It’s a wind 

up 
Mike Dockery writes;  

LLL&QCo No 9 ECT. 

Bagnall W/N 222 0-4-0IST with 

the early steam motor having 

rear-mounted inside cylinders. 

Think of BRICK with a cab roof on 

stilts. The chain hanging 

from the front lamp 

bracket is to retain the top

-hung smokebox door 

during cleaning. 

Van Riemsdyk controlled-

clockwork 00-gauge 

mechanism modified for 

24mm gauge and 

‘scaleish’ reverser 

controlling direction 

and regulator for speed. 

The winder for the key 

is hidden behind the 

reach rod/weighshaft 

mounting. This swings 

upward to give access. 
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Railway 

Architecture 
Derek writes: Whilst we are busy 

creating our lines, it is 

worthwhile sometimes reflecting 

on the original architecture. 

This informal piece will appear as 

and when someone sends in 

anything interesting. 

In this case, Keith Skillicorn, Mike 

Morris and a very knowledgeable 

friend who used to work on the  

Snowdon Mountain Railway, had 

a day out tracing the Pen-yr-

Orsedd Quarry and the route of 

the Nantlle Tramway, and it is 

Keith who has supplied the 

photos. I picked out the three I 

have because the beam engine 

building is still intact, and the 
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 engine is complete inside. Chris 

Tilley tgells me that it is a 1904 

Holman 68" beam engine, and 

was going to be restored a while 

back though this seems to have 

stalled. Modeltown for one 

supply a kit not dissimilar if you 

fancy one on your line?  

The overall view of the quarry 

shows how nature is encroaching 

though they are still working part 

of the area for decorative slate 

chippings etc. 

Finally the cutting illustrates one 

of my pet bees - that there was 

very little clearance anywhere 

between track and infrastructure 

whether in quarries or along such 

lines as the Festiniog. Just please 

take a look at my recommended 

You Tube Watch of the building 

of the WHHR Pickering brake to 

see what I mean.  

Not many people model their 

lines with the same tight 

clearances. I have tried with one 

part of my own line to do this, as 

you can see from the photo. 
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The story of 

“Bunbury” 
Pat Brewer writes: 

I am going to tell you a story, as 

Max Bygraves used to say for 

those of a certain age. This saga 

relates to a steam loco by the 

name of “Bunbury”, with an 

interesting history, and what has 

been found since. 

The story for me started when I 

saw on a certain auction web site 

a loco up for sale which took my 

interest. I tend to go for 16mm 

locos which are a bit off the wall 

as it were. The loco in question 

purported to be a bit of an 

ongoing project, although at the 

time it was shown running on a 

YouTube video.  The main 

problem it would appear was a 

lack of steam making, with only 

20lbs on the clock achievable at 

any time. I took the plunge, 

purchasing it and went to collect 

it from the seller only to find it 

was in an even worse state than I 

thought.  The tender was in bits, 

although all there, and the loco 

not much better. I carried on with 

the purchase and brought it 

home. 

After conferring with friends of 

mine in the Two Moors group, 

there was a lot of head scratching 

going on as to why the lack of 

steam. The loco was also fitted 

with an exhaust steam regulator 

which had been disconnected. 

This was sorted out and the 

attention was given to the lack of 

steam. There seemed to be a 

total lack of gas pressure, and 

then it was realised why. The 

previous owner was in the 

process of replacing the gas tank 

in the tender, hence the tender 

being in pieces. This involved a 

long run of pipe for the gas which 

is not conducive to having good 

gas pressure.  Although it must 

be said that the original gas tank 

came with the loco it has been 

replaced under the footplate, as 

will be seen in the pictures 

although no longer used. The gas 

tank in the tender was moved 

and relocated under the cab roof 

giving a much shorter run for the 

gas.  Bingo! A loco that now ran 

with a full head of steam, and in 

conjunction with the exhaust 

regulator runs a very steady 

pace, problem sorted. 

Now let us look at the loco itself, 

the configuration is a 0-6-0 with 

tender, with sprung front axle 

and rear axle. The pressure gauge 

is somewhat unusual in that it is 

housed in the roof of the cab 

facing upwards. The individual 

oiler runs fitted to the driving 

wheels, and it has sprung buffers. 

Now according to the makers 

mark it was built by a Mr A Singer 

in 1975 and was number 1 on the 

Leiston and Blaxhall Rly. Co.  If 

one looks on the Marc Horovitz 

web site under April 2009 he is 

showing another Singer Loco by 

the name of “Lady Mary” which is 

shown as no 4 from the same Rly 

Co. Apparently this Mr Singer 

lives in Norfolk and when the 
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previous owner bought it the 

loco came wrapped in paper 

from the Sizewell B Atomic 

power station at Leiston. No, in 

case you are wondering the loco 

does not glow in the dark! Now 

having lived with the loco for a 

number of years and seeing an 

article on a John Turner loco it 

became apparent that there was 

some marked similarities 

between the two locos. For a 

start the large oil container on 

the running board is exactly the 

same as those on John Turner 

locos, the sprung axles, the 

placing of the original gas tank, 

the individual oiler runs to the 

driving axles, and the exhaust 

steam regulator all point to one 

thing.  Did Singer copy Turner or 

is it the other way around? 

Altogether there is more than a 

passing resemblance between 

the two loco makers. 

A bit more about the basic loco, it 

is of course gas fired and is slip 

eccentric for direction being 

manual controlled. I personally 

find the pressure gauge being 

located where it is very helpful at 

times, no craning of the neck to 

try and see what the current 

pressure is. You may wonder 

where the name “Bunbury” came 

from?  It is one I put on the loco 

and it has stayed. It comes from 

the fictional character that is in 

the play “The Importance of 

being Earnest”. For me it seems 

to fit the loco, there you have it a 

bit of a saga from what you get 

with some of the older element 

in 16mm locos, and their owners. 

Derek concludes:  I have also 

attached a photo of another 

Singer loco that Pat owns – 

namely a Shay.  We have had the 

loco at the Exeter Show a couple 

of times.  There is no arguing the 

fact that it is very imposing and a 

very well built model.  I can tell 

you that it sounds every bit as 

powerful as it looks, and draws 

interested viewers whenever it is 

in steam. 
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CUCKOO'S 

NEST KATIES 

 

Derek writes: I have met Robert 

Bance, and have yet to see him 

wearing a deerstalker, smoking a 

Meerschaum pipe and holding a  

magnifying glass! Yet he seems to 

regularly turn up within these 

pages having unearthed another 

unusual or worthwhile loco. 

 

And so it is that, having only 

printed the obituary on John 

Ponting in TBM20, in which 

Graham Stowell tells the story of 

the Katies, here comes Robert 

with a couple of photos of one 

that he has just bought. I feel a 

little for the man whose request 

for one has graced the “wanted”   

section of TBM for a long time 

now! 

 

Robert writes: As promised, here 

are two photographs of the 

Cuckoo's Nest Katie. It does have 

the makers plate on the 

back of the cab,  

Cuckoo's Nest No.10, 

1991. It is 45mm gauge. 

Very interesting and 

quirky - that's for sure. 

 

Please let us know if you 

have one as well. Derek 
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Notes from 

Colorado –

Workshop 

ramble 
by Marc Horovitz 

Photos by the author 

Don’t you love workshops? I do. 

It’s always a pleasure to visit 

someone else’s shop, to see their 

gear and where they create their 

magic. This time, I thought I’d 

just do a quick ramble through 

my own shop. I have a separate 

space for woodworking that 

contains a table saw, radial-arm 

saw, bandsaw, a floor-model drill 

press, and a small sander. 

However, most of my workshop 

time is spent in my metalworking 

shop.  

 

By now, my shop is fairly 

complete. The space is not large 

— perhaps 12 x 15 feet, but I’ve 

stuffed it pretty full. By now, I 

have pretty much everything I 

need. However, it was not always 

so. I started out small, probably 

40 years ago, and have been 

adding and swapping bits as I go. 

That’s how shops get built, I 

think. As you develop your 

abilities and ambitions, your 

needs change and solidify, and 

you acquire the tools that best 

suit your own skills and 

objectives. 

 

My drill press is a smallish, 

benchtop model from Harbor 

Freight, purveyors of cheap (in 

every sense) tooling. It’s 

adequate for most projects, 

though, and gets the job done 

even though it has only three 

speeds. The depth gauge is 

miserable, however. I keep telling 

myself that I’m going to modify it 

into something more useful, but 

have never gotten around to it. 

Another drawback is that the 

chuck won’t grasp the smallest 

bits. For that I have a second 

chuck that I mount in the first. It 

runs surprisingly true. 

 

 I use my two-foot bending brake 

only occasionally, but it’s a 

lifesaver when needed. In using it 

over the years I have learned a 

lot about sheet-metal fabrication. 

A favourite tool is one that I 

acquired at a yard sale — an 

1. This cheap drill press handles 

most work adequately. 

2. A bending brake is a great tool 

for making precise and accurate 

folds in sheet metal. 

3. You don’t find spot welders in most model 

shops, but they’re excellent tools for joining fer-

rous-metal parts. 
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 automotive spot welder. This 

thing is great and I’ve used it to 

build several models. It does 

tend to make little dimples in the 

metal, but a little careful sanding 

and a good coat of paint usually 

conceals them pretty well. Sadly, 

it only works on ferrous metals, 

but is a quick and permanent 

way of knocking something 

together quickly. It looks large 

and ungainly (which it is) but it 

can do surprisingly delicate work 

with a little practice. 

 

The die filer is a relative 

newcomer to my shop, though I 

had been looking for one for 

years. This seems to be a 

somewhat rare tool, but is great 

for precision filing. With the aid 

of a magnifier, it is easy to file 

right down to (but not over) the 

line. Mine came with a large 

selection of files. These are 

different from standard files, in 

that they cut on the pull (or 

down) stroke, not the push. 

 

My belt/disc sander is nothing 

special. It’s a cheapie, but is still 

pretty useful. I’m thinking of 

upgrading, though. 

 

Another of my 

favourite tools is my 

Niagara stomp shear, 

which is wonderful 

for making very 

accurate cuts in 

sheet metal up to 

30” wide. I found this 

gem chained to a 

fence in an alley 

while I was out 

driving one day, 

many years ago. It 

had been outdoors 

for a little while and 

was showing some 

rust. I stopped to look at it and a 

fellow came out of his house. I 

asked if he’d be interested in 

selling it, and he was quite 

willing. A deal was struck and we 

loaded it into my truck. I recently 

had the blades resharpened, 

then spent an afternoon getting 

them properly shimmed and 

mounted. Now it cuts soooo 

smooooothly! Lovely! 

I have two milling machines. The 

Rusnok I use for larger, heavier 

work, while the Taig I use for the 

4. Die filers are the perfect ma-

chine for precision filing. 

5. This is a cheap, work-a-day 

sander, but still useful. 

6. For cutting sheet metal, noth-

ing can beat a stomp shear. 

7. The larger, Rusnok milling 

machine. 
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smaller, more delicate stuff. I 

prefer the Taig, and do most 

milling on it. 

 

The heart of my shop, though, is 

my baby — a 9-inch (total swing) 

South Bend lathe. This machine, 

built in 1954, has been well cared 

for all of its life and is in excellent 

condition. The bed is 48 inches, 

which is longer than I normally 

need. It has a quick-

change gearbox and a 

good variety of tooling. 

The most important things, of 

course, are three-jaw and four-

jaw chucks. A few collets came 

with it, as well as a lot of blanks, 

some of which I’ve used to make 

a few of my own 

collets. I added a 

quick-change 

tool post, which is a great 

convenience. This lathe is, in 

some ways, a larger machine 

than I usually need; however, you 

can make tiny parts on a big 

machine but you can’t make big 

parts on a tiny machine. 

 

I scrounge materials wherever I 

can find them, then just stockpile 

them. Now I have plenty for most 

projects. I once complained to a 

friend that I lacked a certain 

diameter of copper pipe for a 

boiler. He was in the construction 

business and told me that he 

could get me a piece. I asked, 

“Did it fall of the back of a 

truck?”  “It will,” he assured me. 

So there you have a brief 

synopsis of my workspace. I 

spend a lot of time there, 

listening to music and working 

on projects, like the new 

engine I’m building in 7/8” 

scale (see the photo of the 

chassis). What could be better? 

 

9. This South Bend lathe is a proper old-style tool-

room machine and is great to work with. 

11. The working 

chassis of a new 

7/8”-scale 0-4-0 

saddle-tank loco-

motive. 

8. Taig’s little mill is an excel-

lent machine for small work. 

10. A supply of various materials, 

acquired a little at a time over the 

years. 
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A Mamod? 

That’s 

stretching 

things a bit! 
Derek says: When I went to 

collect the Finescale Dolgoch and 

other items from Pat Gallimore 

after the death of her husband 

Ken, she had sent me photos of 

the loco, some coaches and a 

rake of wagons. Looking at the 

range of items in the workshop, 

there was obviously much more, 

and a long wooden loco box 

particularly caught my eye. Pat 

had no idea as to what was in it, 

so I peeked! Okay, what was 

inside will be something of a 

Marmite loco to many of you, but 

it put a grin on my face that was 

replicated by three friends when 

we tried to, and very successfully 

did, get it in steam. It runs 

seriously well with a deep 

exhaust beat. 

 

Having focussed on the Vesuvius 

class of Mamods in TBM already, 

I want to continue this theme 

and so, if you  have a modified 

Mamod, and the more 

outrageous the better, please 

send in details. 

 

As you can see from the photos, 

this has grown from the original 

to a 2-6-2 tender variant. The 

centre drivers have had the 

flanges machined off, and 

obviously new connecting rods 

made. Both pony trucks not only 

have a long overhang, but they 

are also fitted with sprung 

plungers presumably to keep 

them firmly planted on the rails. 

 

The boiler is a proper 

replacement version, complete 

with gauge glass and a regulator. 

This leaves the original rotary 

valve in front of the boiler to 

determine direction only. Whilst 

the loco was rigged for r/c it is 

currently running in manual 

mode. The tender load lifts to 

reveal the battery holders, and 

an on/off switch is mounted on 

the front face. 

 

You can probably see that it is 

meths fired. There are four wicks, 
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and the meths tank sits neatly 

between the frames. The vent 

and filler pipes are 

however, of a very small 

diameter to keep them 

unobtrusive, and you 

need a syringe with a 

small bore plastic pipe to 

connect on to fill. 

 

The loco has a 

lubricator, which can be 

seen nestling inside the 

front face of one of the 

side tanks. The boiler 

has a water filling valve, 

uprated safety valve and 

a working whistle. 

 

Whilst not modelled on 

any prototype, the loco 

from the front 

has a touch of 

WD Baldwin 

about it, 

accentuated 

by the tall slim 

chimney. The 

rear of the cab 

seems to owe 

a lot to the 

Festiniog 

George England tanks. The 

tender is a scratchbuild and not 

based on a modified Mamod 

wagon. 

 

Ken was an engineer, and there 

was a small lathe in his garage. 

My feeling is that he built this 

himself, but I am  open to 

correction if you know otherwise. 

It surely gave him a lot of fun? 

Years ago I bought my Archangel 

Rheidol from him, and have been 

happy with that loco ever since. 
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More Cheddar 
Duncan Lorimer writes: 

Like a lot of people, I have had ( and still have ) a lot of 00 gauge stuff without room to have a track to run 

it on. I came into 16mm later in life, when I visited the St Nicholas School May weekend show at 

Merstham.   I had seen pictures of Cheddar Locos in the Garden Rail magazine, but not in the flesh, I had 

looked at other people’s products whilst doing this, but they did not offer what I thought at the time was 

needed.  Cheddar offered radio control, 60 psi working pressure, steel and stainless steel construction, 45 

mm gauge, not a “true” prototype, or 16mm scale, working parts all fully bushed and most importantly ---

-- Made in England. 

I had no experience of running any “live steam” locos (Jane, my wife, bought me a Mamod steam lorry, 

which is terrific).  When I spoke to the chaps on the Cheddar stand, they were very helpful giving advice 

and they had a number of models to look at.  I was more than interested, especially when Jane said she 

liked the green 45mm gauge SAMSON.  So, the deed was done and a deal struck,  but I couldn't take it 

home there and then, It had to go back to the Cheddar factory to be checked over!  

 The due date for pick up from the factory came, so it was off to Cheddar for the day.   For those not lucky 

enough to have visited the factory, you have missed a real treat.   At the time, (2004) there were 32mm 

and 45mm gauge elevated test tracks set up, with long runs.  There was also a big boating pond, with 

large Carp in and a purpose built launching station that was used by the Cheddar Steam Club boat frater-

nity who met there regularly, and what better place for scenery than next to Cheddar Gorge? 

 I was shown how to gas, oil, and water ‘Sammy’ up, and how to use the r/c, and off he went.  He then 

had to be connected up to the test train which consisted of a Well Wagon with a 12lb weight on it and a 

brake van attached, which he pulled with ease.  It was only then that I was told he was the first loco that 

they had built, and was the “test bed” for all the further developments that the later loco's have.   

“Would I like to have a look around the factory?”  I was asked.   Yes Please!  So I looked round through 

the glass doors, (as it was a work day)  to see rows of locos waiting to be finished and sent off to new 

owners.  It was a great sight to see.  So!  I had the loco.  What was needed was track and rolling stock.  I 

was pointed in the direction of PPS steam in Frome, then owned by the late Alan Whitaker. 

With many thanks we were off ----- but not before visiting the Cheddar Cheese shop and the Sheepskin 

shop in Cheddar (we were on a day out after all). 

After a stop in a lay by to take photos of Samson IN Cheddar gorge, it was on to find PPS steam.  No sat 

nav then, just a map and an address and a hope that he would still be open.  He was. 

 Another Aladdin’s cave ----  after much rummaging around it yielded some second hand LGB and Peco 

G45 track.  I think I also bought an IP open wagon kit, but of more interest to Jane was the green Iver 

Tender up on the shelf.  It was one of  the last ones made and how good she thought it would look be-

hind Samson.  As I had already spent more than the national debt that day, it would have to wait. 

 A great day was had by both of us ----- not just because of the cheese and sheepskin,  We wound our 

weary way back to Surrey with very big smiley faces. 

A couple of months later the Cheddar Steam Club had an open day, so another trip to the factory was in 

order.  It was my first Steam Open Day.  The sun was shining, trains running round the track, in sidings, 

steam boats and electric boats on the pond. It was a terrific day out. 
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Being new to the hobby, I knew no one there, though there was just one person I did recognise and 

managed to have a chat to.  It was Tag Gorton, with his Riesa and a rake of Cheddar coaches.  At that 

time, and with deep regret I just could not afford one coach kit, let alone three. They look superb 

and made a really satisfying noise as they rumbled around the test track.   I DO hope that the Steam 

Club is still operating at the factory site, as nothing seems to be forever anymore. 

A few months went by, running “Sammy” and getting used to him, when one day (my birthday) a 

square box arrived in the post.  Jane couldn't bear the thought of “Sammy” not having a tender, so 

she had rung PPS up to see if it was still on the shelf-----------and the tender arrived soon after.  17 

years on, I now have four Cheddar Loco's (plus other makes) and am more experienced with running 

and maintaining Steam Locos. 

Did I make a GOOD choice back then ?? Yes I most certainly did!  Locos of this quality will never be 

made at such a reasonable price again, Long Live All Cheddar Models. 

  

SAMSON. Is in virtually “as bought” condition, except for a new stainless steel Goodall valve, 2.4 Mhz 

radio control, and some touching up of the paint.  Samson’s Iver tender has now got a “coal load” , a 

dummy brake handle and orange lining to match Samson (yes it WAS my first attempt).  As this is the 

FIRST one made, I didn't want to change or do anything else to him, so he is in original condition. 

 

RIESA.  More continental in appearance based on a Henschel design, very different from Samson. I 

think this was Cheddar’s most popular loco sold. I bought her second hand from an advert in Garden 

Rail.  It was a Scottish member called Duncan (!) who was thinning out his stable.  I could never get 

the lubricator to work properly, so I replaced it with a Roundhouse one, which works fine.  I had to 

move the whistle, from the factory fitted location to between the frames, as the exhaust steam exit-

ed onto the forward/ reverse servo, which rusted the gears solid.  I also made a few cosmetic addi-

tions,  Coal bunker, re-painted it black with white lining (love or hate). 

 

GOLIATH.  He was on the “Anything Narrow Gauge” stand at an East Surrey All Day Steam Up in 2018 

(I think ).  A deal was struck and he came home with me to join the stable.  The gauge glass would 

not work, so a boiler wash out was done, followed by compressed air put into the boiler, where a 

plug of scale/ptfe/ detritus was ejected from the bottom gauge glass fitting.  Kettle de-scaler was 

added and the boiler given a good wash round before a thorough rinsing.  A common fault with the 

early regulators is locomotive creep, so the O ring was replaced with a new one and boiler pressure 

kept to approx 30psi, which helps eliminate it. More cosmetics were carried out while it was apart. 

The smoke box was painted with Railmatch weathered black as well as the tank tops. I did a simple 

lining job using satin orange Humbrol enamel. 

  

HERCULES.  This was a loco I never expected to own, so when Derek said he had one to sell that was 

due to arrive from Australia, Jane said I had to go for it (but then she likes all things Cheddar) .  Her-

cules arrived in January 2021.  I think the Postman used a forklift to get it out of the van, I still cannot 

believe how heavy it is.  Derek said that it hadn't been used for a long time, and would need to be 

commissioned properly.  So while the body was off, the loco and tender were given 
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a new coat of satin 

black and a single 

lining job in red. A 

few more cosmetic 

additions were made 

---- ladders, axle box-

es and dummy 

frames were added 

to the tender.  I also 

fitted new buffer 

beam overlays and an 

SLR working lamp.  All 

the loco's now use 

2.4 Ghz radio control, 

so I only have to remember/forget one transmitter to control whichever loco I am using.  ARE WE PLEASED 

WITH HERCULES ?  YES VERY MUCH SO. 

Jane and I are indeed more than happy with all the Cheddar locos that we have.  All we need now is the 

GRS/ Cheddar Tram Kit. Happy Steaming everyone. 

 

Derek says:  There are photos of examples of all the locos mentioned in this piece in the Cheddar article 

that appeared in TBM21. 

As a postscript, Duncan has just become the owner of two untouched Cheddar coach kits, one a brake, 

which are happily 45mm from build. 

Caption 

competition 

Derek says: 

We've never had one of these 

before. Chris Tilley of the Barle 

Valley Railway sent in this photo 

of a genuine mishap on his line 

(he says!). 

Perhaps you might like to send in 

a suitable caption? For my part I 

would say: It's all downhill from 

here! 
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IT'S BEHIND 

YOU 
Derek writes: Continuing our look 

at heritage rolling stock, I was 

recently paid a visit by Mike Mor-

ris. Knowing that he owned both 

of the subjects here, I asked him 

to bring them along for me to 

photograph. 

The first is a Glyn Valley Tramway 

coach, bought from the Members' 

sales stand a good few years ago 

for £10. It was reputedly built by 

George Iliffe Stokes, a prolific and 

well regarded modeller and writer 

who lived from 1900 - 1982,  

meaning that this coach dates 

from within this timeframe. 

It is a lovely model, which as you 

can see has opening doors. The 

insides of the doors are uphol-

stered, as also are the seats, and 

there is even a passenger in the 

form of a young lady stretched 

out across the seats. It is a win-

dow into a 

much earlier time in our hobby, 

and I really like it. 

 

The second coach featured was 

built by the late and much missed 

Graham Lamb, the founding Chair-

man of the Association 

of 16mm Narrow Gauge Model-

lers. It is his version of the Talyllyn 

Railway's Stanton coach No: 16, 

built for his line in the late  

'70s which was then named The 

Pinewood Valley Light Railway. As 

Graham was then selling Triang 

Big-Big coaches on behalf  

of the Association for under £2 in 

those days (!), this model uses 

one of their chassis meaning that 

it has plastic bogies, which  

he pointed out were almost un-

seen on the model. To avoid 

cutting the chassis, the prototypi-

cal length became 26', with four  

5' passenger bays and a 6' guards 

compartment. 

 

Graham chose to alter the config-

uration of the guard's compart-

ment, because he felt that, as a 

tourist railway, the single original 

door would not accomodate 

prams etc. All doors are only half 

height with everything above the 

waist open to the elements. 

There are eight full width bench 

seats. The bulkhead windows on 

both ends of the guard's compart-

ment are glazed. There 

is also a full length footboard, and 

unlike the original, doors are pro-

vided on both sides of the vehicle. 

 

As a backdrop to the history of 

this coach, I am grateful to Dave 

Pinniger. He records that the 

coach was originally 3' gauge, 
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and used during the construction of Lake 

Vyrnwy in the late 1880's, and later by the Aber-

tillery & District Water Board for a reservoir site 

in the Grwyne Fawr Valley. It was then sold for 

£10 in 1928 to Lehane, McKenzie & Shand for 

reservoir contracts in the Pennines, before being 

sold to Stanton Moor Quarry where it was used 

as a store for some 30 years. 

It was acquired by the Talyllyn R.P.S. in 1957, 

where after sadly finding the body beyond any 

restoration, only the frame, bogies and wheels 

were used in the construction of what became 

known as the Stanton Coach. 

 

MORE HERITAGE ROLLING STOCK NEWS 

 

As a result of having the piece on the Beeson 

bogie coach in the last TBM, I was contacted by 

Rob Golding, who had another very similar ver-

sion. Though needing minor tlc., Rob kindly sold 

me this coach, which differs from mine in that 

it has full length longitudinal wooden seating in 

one single compartment. I am really grateful 

and happy as it makes an impressive rake. 

EVEN MORE MIKE BEESON?  Jeremy Mayo writes: 

I think your article on Mike Beeson helped solve 

an identification puzzle. I’ve had 3 coaches for a 

while that I could not put a makers name on but 

seeing the photos in the latest TBM and the earlier 

issue you mentioned they have very similar build 

methods. They are quite large - almost 7/8ths in 

height. Do you think they are Beeson items? There 

are some minor cosmetic details to repair/replace 

such as one suspension bar, a step and a buffer. 
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Beeson mania 

continues 

Nigel writes; All throwback 
readers will know of my 
unwavering love of the L&B 
engines through the ages.  I’m 
clearly not alone in this as most 
16mm commercial 
manufacturers down time have 
produced models of the famous 
North Devon fleet. 

 

In Throwback 12 I relayed the 
story of how I was offered a box 
of parts for a battle scared Mike 
Beeson model in 2019.  I still 
recall arriving at the Exeter 2019 
show knowing precious little 
about the model, coal, meths or 
gas fired, early cab Manning 
Wardle, late cab Manning 
Wardle, or even the Baldwin….. 

 

The full nut and bolt rebuild has 
progressed significantly.  But the 
during one of those nights where 
you’ve counted all the sheep and 
still not managed to get to sleep I 
was debating (silently) with 
myself why I’d stopped the 
rebuild.  Truth was I knew exactly 
why.  I had got to the moment of 
truth and I was avoiding it.  I’d 
rebuilt the engine to the point 
where I needed to run the chassis 
on air.  For six months I’d stalled 
on the rebuild with the 
assembled but untested chassis 
sitting there on the workbench.  I 
was well aware that in the course 
of the rebuild I’d had the pistons 
out and remachined the groves 
for new O-rings (replacing the 
graphite yarn).  These were 
reassembled but I’d not tested 
them.  So, back to my sleepless 
night I decided that I needed to 
face my fear and just plug some 
air into the superheater 
connection.  The following day, 
with all my courage summoned I 

connected the pipe to the 
compressor….. it ran straight 
away, I then stopped the air, 
moved the reverser and put the 
air on again and it went 
backwards too.  Oh my!  I’d 
waited six months (and counted 
all those sheep) and all for 
nothing – it ran perfectly my 
rebuild measurements had all 
been correct and I’d reset the 
valve gear perfectly.  Now it was 
time to push on and finish off 
making the connections to all the 
outstanding pipework. 

 

The project did require a new 
boiler.  There were some curious 
features in the old boiler.  The 
first is the flue tube, this didn’t sit 
at bottom dead centre, instead it 
was fitted at 4 o’clock when 
viewed from the rear, the flue 
was also fitted with a host of 
cross tubes, preventing the fitting 
of a standard Roundhouse 
burner.  This really necessitated a 
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 new boiler design.  My approach 
was to determine which parts of 
the boiler could not be changed – 
for example the point where it 
mated with the smokebox wasn’t 
going to change!  Working back 
from there the location of the 
dome and safety valve boss were 
fixed.  The backhead was a 
challenge, and I adopted a cheat, 
I used a copper central heating 
fitting to create a stub for the 
lower level gauge/blowdown 
fitting.  That allowed me the 
freedom to fit the burner 
conventionally at bottom dead 
centre.  My other cheat was to 
get more onto the steam turret.  
The model is fitted with a whistle 
and instead of putting the off 
take on the backhead I could 
move it onto the right hand side 
of the turret and remove another 
fitting from the backhead.  With 
these two dodges the boiler 
became much simpler, and was 
brazed up.  A quick word on 
boiler bushes – these need to be 
bronze.  I buy mine already 
machined from Blackgates, with a 
bit of care I try and get them 
“clocked” correctly so that the 
fitting is tight at the right location 
before soldering in place.  It 
doesn’t always work.  On such 
occasions I shim the fittings, 
drilling a thin piece of brass sheet 
to pack out the fitting.  As an 
example, assume the fitting 

needs an additional ¼ turn 
to line it up.  Instead of 
raming it home and risking 
damaging the boiler I make 
a shim the thickness 
equivalent to ¾ of a turn.  If 
it’s a ¼ x 40 ME fitting, then 
there are 40 teeth per inch 
so each turn is 0.635mm, if I 
need to shim for ¾ turn I 
will find a piece of plate 
0.47mm thick (i.e. 0.5mm). 

 

The finished cab is a tribute to 
Mike Beeson’s engineering – it’s 
something that needs to be 
appreciated so here goes; 

 

Drivers side – reverser, whistle, 
gas regulator, whistle connection 
(through cab floor), gas burner 
and piping.  The gas burner is not 
original, I didn’t want this as a 
shelf queen so it’s fitted with a 
Roundhouse burner 

 

Rear view – burner, steam 
regulator centre of steam turret, 
whistle valve on the right, level 
gauge on the left, pressure gauge 
on the top.  Superheater cranked 
into the flue tube on the left of 
the burner, slightly obscured 
behind the radio control linkage.  
Far left is the feed pump bypass 
with the level gauge blowdown 

going through the cab floor on 
the left. 

 

Firemans side -this is all about 
water, there is a banjo fitting on 
the tank taking the feed from the 
hand pump inside the tank, this 
feeds into the manifold block on 
the cab floor.  The other feed into 
this manifold is from the axle 
pump.  The output from the 
pumps feed to the ¼ x 40 boiler 
mounted clack valve and also to 
the bottom of the bypass valve 
body.  The output from the 
bypass vale (copper pipe in 
photo) returns to the tank. 

 

Rear underside, the whistle is 
mounted diagonally under the 
cab floor.  Unusually for a model 
the pony truck itself is not 
sprung, instead the axles of the 
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pony truck are fully sprung.  I’ve 
not seen this feature repeated on 

any other L&B model.  Behind the 
pony truck is the Savox branded 
servo for the regulator.  This is 
not original so I tucked it under 
the floor out of sight.  At the top 
of the picture is the axle pump 
running off the eccentric on the 
rear axle. 

Front underside, the front truck 
is sprung and pivoted the same 
as the rear truck.  The astute 
amongst you will have spotted 
the axle mounted eccentric 
driving another pump.  This is the 
oil pump.  

 

With the body now lined and 
back from Matt Acton of Berry 
Hill Work, the loco is starting to 
look a lot more like a dignified 
beauty.  There is still a lot of work 

to do.  I need to 
discretely fit radio 
and batteries in the 
rear portion of the 
cab.  The vac pipes,   
steam heating and 
sand box rods all 
need fitting.  I did 
find a spare pair of 
DJB Engineering 
white metal window 
frames, the original 
cardboard and 

yellowing acetate is on the left 
the new white metal version on 
the right (and shown fitted to the 
window slide on the loco). 

As an aside I am grateful to David 
Bailey. I was intrigued why the 
Manning Wardles ended up with 
externally run vac pipes at the 
ends of their lives, when clearly 
during their early lives these 
were not present.  David went on 
to explain that when the locos 
came back from their Eastleigh 
overhaul they were fitted with 
steam heating that was run 
externally along on the firemans 
side.  At the same time the vac 
pipe was moved to run externally 
along the drivers side.  The 
surmise is that the original 
internally run pipes had corroded 
and rather than re-route, it was 
cheaper and simpler to run the 
replacement externally.  

The next report in Throwback 
Modeller will see the model 
finished and running. 

That brings me to my final 
request.  I believe that Mike 
made L&B coaches too.  If you 
have any that he made and you’d 
consider selling then please get in 
touch with me, my contact 
details are on the last page. 

I’d love to put together a heritage 
Mike Beeson L&B train. 

Yeo posed with placed on parts 

waiting finishing 
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 James Ritson writes: 

I had another early morning run 

this morning, together with a 

good friend who brought over his 

Barrett Castle and an Express 

Freight.  I had intended to run my 

coal burner, but for the first time 

ever in twenty years it failed. 

There is a leak somewhere 

around the axle pump. 

Not to be left hanging, I rushed 

inside and grabbed my trusty 

Roundhouse "Taw". A loco that is 

guaranteed to give a good run. 

Sometimes you can't beat 

simplicity. Or the L&B! 

 

Derek says: 

You do find out who your friends 

are! This arrived half a day before 

I was submitting TBM to Nigel for 

laying out, so here it is. However, 

team L&B worry me not - my GVT 

piece should still keep them at 

arm's length! 
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From Bob Brown; 

 

Hi Derek and Nigel, 

 

Robert Bance’s “Donkey” is Colin 

Edwards’ other locomotive 

“Cromwell”.  I was delighted to 

see Colin Edwards’ Cromwell get a 

mention in TBM15. It was inter-

esting to find out who Colin Ed-

wards actually was. I bought 

Cromwell at the member to mem-

ber sales stand at Stonleigh some-

time back in the late 1990s. As I 

recall there was also Sir Mis-

bourne for sale but I didn’t like 

the look of that one as much and I 

am guessing Bulldog may also 

have been there too.  Of course I 

didn’t realize at the time what I 

was looking at but there was 

something familiar about the loco. 

Once I got it home I looked 

through my copies of Garden Rail 

and sure enough it was there with 

drawings and photographs in Gar-

den Rail No 7. 

When I bought Cromwell it was 

missing a safety valve, the front 

footplate on the body and the 

folded tin meths burner was 

pretty much falling to bits. All 

soon remedied. Once I got it run-

ning I added another exhaust 

steam pipe, there was recircula-

tion in the system as bought and 

this led to the exhaust leaking 

from the uncovered port on the 

cylinder mounting block. The Os-

cillating cylinder was an unusual 

design (to me) and by changing 

the cylinder pivot 

point it could run 

both forward and 

reverse. The di-

rection lever be-

ing accessed 

through the 

opening door. 

The other control was a globe 

valve to shut off the steam; it ba-

sically had two settings, stop and 

go.  I also scratch built a gas burn-

er so that added another control. 

I resisted the urge to do any resto-

ration other than replacing the 

missing panel. The loco had a 

lovely 

charm 

about it as 

it stood 

but I was-

n’t over 

thrilled 

with the asbestos heat shield. 

It ran beautifully but the clatter 

from the single cylinder was a bit 

annoying, being geared it 

clattered quite fast. It had reason-

able pulling power and was never 

going to run away from you. 

I sold Cromwell on to a new line in 

the summer of 2013 and later on 

that same year I also spotted Bull-

dog looking very distressed on 

eBay.  

Attached are some photographs 

of Cromwell and I have loaded a 

couple of clips on to YouTube at 

https://youtu.be/XMFn3VTNHRY 

should you be interested. 

 

Best Regards, Bob Brown 

Detective Derek 

Cromwell 
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Detective Derek 

Kathleen 
 

Tony Willmore of Rhos Helyg 

Locomotive Works asks: Some 

years ago Kathleen came to me 

for some minor repairs and a 

repaint and lining. Enquiries at 

the time failed to find any 

information as to who built her, 

etc., but perhaps TBM might be a 

better place to ask? She is slip-

eccentric and beautifully built.  

Pictures attached showing pre-

repaint (plain green), stripped for 

painting, underside, post repaint 

(lined) and the full size loco. The 

latter was Vulcan Foundry 805 of 

1876 I believe, supplied to the 

Alexandra Slate Quarry near 

Caernarfon, although I am happy 

to be corrected. 

Derek says: I confirmed that this 

loco is 16mm scale - not 

immediately obvious 

from the photos. Peter 

Angus built a 7/8ths. 

version, his works 

number 283. Both 

models are very 

appealing to my 

eye. If you can help with 

any information, please 

respond via me. 
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Derek Says: 

 

Looking at the PDF Models 

website, it appears that there 

is activity again, which I 

can only welcome. 

Lovers of certain heritage 

locos that they may never 

have the opportunity to 

buy, but want to see run-

ning on their lines, were 

able to buy a variety from 

the firm until the recent 

very sad loss of its found-

er, Peter Farley. 

So, here are two very de-

sirable heritage locos as 

sold in kit form by the 

company. Skylark is one of 

my favourite locos, and I 

am grateful to Graham 

Ashby for this shot of his 

nearly completed ver-

sion. The photo of an 

original Archangel Kerr-

Stuart Princess was kind-

ly supplied by Dave Pin-

niger and you can see it 

running on his AVR. 

The Glyn Valley Tram 

loco belongs to Bruce 

Basson, and it also is not 

completed but has been 

fitted with some home 

made cosmetic enhance-

ments. You can compare 

this with the Gosling 

piece elsewhere. 

PDF Models -  

A concluding 

look 



 

An 

interesting 

find 
Jeremy Mayo wrote to Dave 

Pinniger and Derek: 

 

So I bought a box of bits at 

auction recently and at the 

bottom of the box I found this fire 

box with an oil stained letter 

attached. 

It is addressed and sent from 

‘Jack Wheldon’ on 16 Sept 1985 

It reads…….. 

Dear John 

Herewith your replacement 

‘Pooter’ firebox, handcrafted in 

purest copper. I couldn’t send 

one to you immediately following 

your telephone call because the 

cupboard, so far as fireboxes 

were concerned, was bare. I must 

have used the one set aside for 

you on another job. To complete 

matters, I discovered I had used 

my last 1/16” copper rivet as 

well! So I cut out, bent up, and 

assembled a special firebox for 

you, using home-made copper 

rivets and with adjustable top-

baffles attached by 10BA screws. 

There is then a 1-7 list of 

instructions on how to remove 

the old firebox and install the 

new. I assume it is an upgrade? 

P A G E  4 7  
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 He goes on to say  

'As the new 

firebox is wider 

than the old one, 

wangling it 

between the side-

tanks may be 

tricky, but it will 

go. (An expert in 

Chinese puzzles 

might make a 

useful assistant!). 

Also when re-

assembling, be 

sure that the 

loose exhaust 

pipe locates 

correctly over the 

fixed exhaust stub 

from the exhaust 

manifold. Its 

purpose is to 

ensure a good 

and visible 

exhaust. However 

be assured that it 

will fit together - 

at least it did on 

the other locos in 

your batch.' 

With good 

wishes, 

Yours sincerely 

Jack 

I found it a 

fascinating read 

and a lovely short 

insight into the 

life of a 16mm pioneer. I guess 

the firebox would fit one of the 

original Mk2 Pooters of which I 

think only 4 were made. Do you 

have any idea who John the 

customer could be? 

 

Dave Pinniger responded: 

 

Jeremy, 

That is an amazing find. 

The John is almost certainly John 

Alleyne, who bought "James 

Muldoon" Works no: 25, which 

was the last Pooter produced. 

The loco is currently on loan from 

the family to Dave Lemar. 

I have attached a photo of the 

actual model. 
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DOWN 

1. My dad saw wind devastating mid-Wales town, 
losing Dinas. (7) 

2. Fix bore to rebuild combustion chamber. (7) 

3. Fruit colour for Talyllyn coaches. (6) 

5. Remake fairy bed for Cambrian coast station. (8) 

6. Lignin redeposited as decorative loco edging. (6) 

7. Ruminant passengers on market-day trains. (6) 

13. Rail section resembles front of 7 down? (8) 

14. Does the train stop here? No, it’s at the rounda-
bout. (7) 

15. Fish photographer on Lynton and Barnstaple. (7) 

16. Bala’s crazy hat diesel lady. (6) 

17. Loco manufacturer hunts wild ducks. (6) 

19. Gold we melted shone like firebox embers. (6) 

 
Chris and Jenny Dowlen 

ACROSS 

4. Gwynedd Castle commemorated by 
Ffestiniog loco. (7) 

8. Descend from burning train. (6) 

9. Rob, creator of Indian Hill Railway, bent 
ten reincarnations. (7) 

10. Sketched short railway and made inter-
nal combustion locos without Baguley. 
(6) 

11. Bell sound followed by the French end of 
railway in Ireland. (6) 

12. Tree covered inlet on Lynton line. (5,3) 

18. Relay one light railway (without hawk). 
(8) 

20. Goal is redefined as engine fuel. (3,3)  

21. Convoluted path to regulator for priming 
engine. (3,3) 

22. Call in pen for Bedfordshire loco. (1,1,5) 

23. Isolated radio control. (6) 

24. Improve loco on hill climb.(7) 

Solution to OILY RAG CROSSWORD 

(republished in May/June Throwback Modeller#21) 

ACROSS 

1. East; 3. Bala Lake; 9. Tea Room; 10. Emlyn; 11. Abergynolwyn; 13. Crumbs; 15. Pendre;  

17. Sharp Stewart; 20. Hindu; 21. Lincoln; 22. Shepherd; 23. BREL. 

 

DOWN 

1. Entrance; 2. Shawe; 4. Almond; 5. Aberllefenni; 6. Alloyed; 7. Etna; 8. Loughborough;  

12. Sentinel; 14. Unhinge; 16. Ashlar; 18. A Four; 19. Ohms. 



Team tram (Derek) - 14  Team L&B (Nigel) - 12 

 

TBM #22 score card 

My thanks to the contributors for their 

inputs to another great Throwback 

Modeller.  It is to my shame that I first 

reported on my Mike Beeson L&B in 

issue #12, how time has flown, even 

with lockdown(s), and I’m still not 

finished!  This final aerial view shows 

the remaining work quite clearly, but 

this is an amazing model.  Handbuilt pre 

CAD, pre laser cutting.  Heritage models 

are not clumsily built dinosaurs as this 

model demonstrates.  I was proud to fly 

the heritage flag at the Peterborough 

show, and of the three engines I ran at 

the show it was the oldest my 

Archangel Moel Tryfan that did multiple 

turns….. and there’s a joke in there as it 

also suffered the most from wheel slip 

as the day progressed and the track 

became quite oily. 

More recently I attended a local group 

open day, again with a pair of older 

engines, one from 1974 and the other a 

decade 

younger 1984.  

I’m pleased to 

say both 

performed 

flawlessly, and 

no slipping 

wheels this 

time around. 

Thanks to 

James Ritson 

for helping 

me keep 

Derek’s trams on the ropes!  We 

listened to your feedback on page 

count and I’ve made efforts to limit it  

this time around, leaving out some 

pictures.  It’s hard, my instinct is to 

publish everything submitted.  Let 

me know if my editorial pencil has 

been too sharp, best wishes, Nigel 

For many of you, Exeter is the only Show of the year to attend, and so you have 

two years to catch up on.  We still have every intention of being at the Exeter 

Show, on Saturday 30th.October, subject to any Govt. restrictions. We will have 

the layout, and the heritage display for which we would love you to bring any-

thing that may be of interest, and this includes rolling stock and literature etc. 

This is always an eagerly anticipated Show and having attended over a number of 

years we always have a great time. Let me know if you are going to come and 

bring something just to give me a help with the planning. All readers of Throw-

back Modeller would be welcome to come and say hello, and tell Nigel and I how  

we are doing?! 

Diary Dates  

High scoring James, we tried but it wasn’t enough, we got beat.  Other L&B fans, we need photos of your models 

 
How to contact us…. 

***  Derek Wiggins; 

Email;  

derekwiggins@btinternet.com  

Phone;  01691 654474 

 

***  Nigel Town; 

Email;  nigel.town@uwclub.net  

Phone/Text; 07551 781 583 

16mm Heritage Locomotive 

Owners and Operators 

Association  

Contact us.. 

Tail 

Lamp 


